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trying to describe progress in other ZOth-century mathematics. 
One such book, much harder to write, might well be devoted to 
the establishment of "modern algebra" in the 1920s as a unified 
branch of mathematics (it has since become more fragmented again). 
Another could analyze the heredity and influence of M. Bourbaki. 
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This book constitutes the completion of the first printed 
text of the anonymous version of Euclid's Elements in the unique 
13th-century ms. Paris, BN lat. 16646. The editor previously 
published Books I-VI (in Janus 54, 1967, and separately, Leiden, 
1968; Books VII-IX were also published in Janus 59, 1972). The 
manuscript contains nothing of Euclid beyond Book XII. The edi- 
tion reads well and appears to have been done with great care. 
Not being in a position to compare it with the manuscript, I can 
note only the following: (a) The figures have obviously been 
redrawn according to modern conventions (this is particularly 
striking for the three-dimensional figures of Book XII; in the 
Introduction to Books I-VI the editor notes that the figures lack 
letters; thus it appears that he has supplied these too). Such 
a procedure could be useful only to someone who intended to use 
this edition to study Euclid. It has the great disadvantage that 
anyone wishing to compare the figures in this text with those of 
the Arabic tradition and other medieval versions must have re- 
course to the manuscript. It is regrettable that one must once 
again point out that the figures are as much a part of the tex- 
tual tradition of an ancient or medieval scientific work as is 
the written text. (b) On page 179 and elsewhere the compound 
work "multiangule" ( = polygonal) is confusingly printed as two 
words, "multi angule." 
In the Introduction, which occupies the first 20 pages, the 
editor discusses the relationship of this version to the other 
medieval versions of Euclid, both Arabic and Latin. In the Intro- 
duction to his edition of Books I-VI he had come to the following 
conclusions: 
(1) This is a translation made from the Arabic, probably, 
but not certainly, by Hermann of Carinthia. 
(2) Campanus of Novara did not use this version for his 
edition of Euclid. 
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(3) The basis of this version is the Arabic translation 
of Ishaq b. Hunayn, as revised by Thabit b. Qurra. 
Here he retains (1) and (2) but abandons (3) in favor of 
the theory that it is based on the first of the two Arabic trans- 
lations made by al-HajjZj. (One should note that there is no 
extant text of that translation.) 
One may remark, on (l), that the attribution to Hermann, made 
long ago by A. Birkenmajer, remains conjectural. The only evi- 
dence that Hermann (well known as a translator from the Arabic) 
did in fact make a version of Euclid is entry No. 37 in Richard 
de Fournival's Biblionomia, the catalogue of his library, "Euclidis 
geometria . . . ex commentario Hermanni Secundi." Although there 
are good arguments for identifying Richard's No. 37 with the 
Paris ms., we have no reason to believe that Richard's attribu- 
tion of the work to Hermann (who predated him by a century) was 
anything more than a guess (which, however, may be right). Further- 
more, as J. Sesiano has argued in detail (Centaurus 21, 1977, 
3251, it seems unlikely that the present version is simply a trans- 
lation from the Arabic. It appears that the author of this ver- 
sion has at best a faulty knowledge of Arabic, and depended (in 
part) on already existing Latin versions, notably those known as 
Adelard I and Adelard II (on this see J. E. Murdoch, art. "Euclid," 
Dictionary of Scientific Biography 4, 1971, 447). On the general 
question addressed by (3), the relationship of this version to 
the other medieval Latin and Arabic versions, the editor raises 
some important points. However, it seems unlikely that a defini- 
tive solution to the intricate problems of the relationships among 
these versions can be produced until we have reliable printed edi- 
tions of all of those still extant. The editor has made substan- 
tial progress toward that end by the production of this edition. 
